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You are going to listen to some people talking about an international project for young
people. We want you to answer some questions about what you hear. You can answer
by writing down a number, a word or a short sentence or sometimes by putting a cross
in the correct box.

Example

A In Britain

B In Canada

C In the USA

D In Sweden

1 A On a long distance bus

B In an aeroplane

C In the arrival hall at the airport

D On a train

2 A They are one hour late

B People must have their watches on so they won’t be late

C Britain is five hours ahead of Canada during the summer

D Scandinavians don’t have to change their watches

3 Today the journey to Coventry will take______________________________

4 A He had handed his bag over to the police

B He had found someone’s sports clothes

C He had nearly missed the bus

D He had left a bag on the plane
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5/6 The leader’s name is  __  __  __  __  __  __       __  __  __  __  __  __  __

7 Her telephone number is: ______________________/ _________

8 A Anytime they’ve got a small problem

B In the morning before the group meets

C Anytime she’s not with the group

D When it’s absolutely necessary

9 First they are going to stay at the Bedford which is a ___________________

Later they will move to __________________________________________

10 A It’s cheaper to use the phones in the entrance hall

B There will be no time to make phone calls

C There are special phones for transatlantic calls

D The payphones are more expensive

11 Everybody must be ready this evening at      

12 A The free breakfast includes cornflakes

B You can’t have a cooked breakfast

C You don’t have to pay for continental breakfast

D You can order breakfast in your room

13 A The group is going on a day-trip to Liverpool

B They will visit modern industries

C The group will start a walking-tour of the north

D They will see how people lived in the past 14

Points


